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Abstract: Quantum repeater is a key component of quantum network, and atomic memory is one
of the important candidates for constructing quantum repeater. However, the atomic transition
wavelength is not suitable for long-distance transmission in optical fiber. To bridge atomic memory
and fiber communication, we demonstrate a frequency conversion interface from rubidium D1 line
(795 nm) to the optical communication L-band (1621 nm) based on difference frequency generation.
To reduce broadband noise of spontaneous Raman scattering caused by strong pumping light, we
use a combination of two cascaded etalons and a Fabry-Perot cavity with low finesse to narrow the
noise bandwidth to 11.7 MHz. The filtering system is built by common optical elements and is easy
to use; it can be widely applied in frequency conversion process. We show that the signal-noise
ratio of the converted field is good enough to reduce the input photon number below 1 under the
condition of low external device conversion efficiency (0.51%) and large duration of input pulse
(250 ns). The demonstrated frequency conversion interface has important potential application in
quantum networks.

Keywords: quantum network; frequency conversion interface; difference frequency generation;
optical communication band

1. Introduction

The core task of quantum communication is to realize remote transmission of quan-
tum information [1,2]. However, direct transmission of quantum information over long
distance (>1000 km) in optical fiber network is intractable because of exponential loss of the
transmitted photons. To solve this problem, the concept of quantum repeater is proposed,
in which quantum storage plays a key role [3–5]. Atomic ensemble [6,7], single atom [8,9],
trapped ions [10,11] and solid-state systems [12,13] are all potential candidates for quantum
repeater, in which quantum storage has been actively performed. However, the photons
emitted from these systems are in the visible to near infrared range, where the loss in optical
fiber is significant. Therefore, it is a basic requirement of long-distance quantum communi-
cation to transform the emitted photons into communication band [14–17]. The frequency
conversion from storage band to communication band also provides the foundation for
the construction of heterogeneous quantum network, in which network nodes are served
by different storage mediums. One can take advantage of various capabilities offered by
diversity of quantum nodes [18,19].

The difference frequency generation (DFG) in nonlinear crystal is often used for fre-
quency down conversion [20–24]. In recent years, it is a very attractive research field to
convert light field from storage band to communication band by using DFG. The com-
bination of emissive quantum memory and frequency conversion with DFG is the most
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promising scheme for building quantum repeater [25–28]. The frequency conversion to com-
munication band has been demonstrated from different wavelengths resonant with various
storage mediums, including atoms [15,29], ions [30,31], quantum dot [16], nitrogen-vacancy
centers [32,33], etc.

Rubidium (Rb) atom is usually used for quantum storage. Great progress has been
made in the field of photon-atom entanglement quantum interface based on Rb atomic
ensemble [6,14,34–38]. Most of them work at 795 nm which corresponds to the tran-
sition of 87Rb D1 line, because the transition line has a concise energy level structure
which can realize clean and effective manipulation of atomic internal states. However,
there are few experimental reports on frequency conversion from 795 nm to communi-
cation band [14,28]. Using four-wave mixing in cold atoms with large optical thickness,
A. G. Radnaev et al., achieved the conversion of 795 nm to the communication O-band
1367 nm [14], however, the target wavelength of the conversion is strictly dependent on the
atomic energy level. Yong Yu et al., converted the 795 nm light to the O-band 1342 nm by
using DFG in periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) waveguide [28]. So far, there is no
experimental report on the conversion from 795 nm to C-band or L-band. By using pump-
ing light at 1620 nm, the 795 nm photons can be converted to C-band 1561 nm. However,
the commercial amplifier at 1620 nm is expensive, and its output power is relatively low.

In this paper, we report the first experimental study to convert light field from 795 nm
to L-band 1621 nm by using DFG in PPLN waveguide. The transmission loss of L-band in
fiber channel (0.18 dB/km) is lower than that of O-band (0.3 dB/km), which will signifi-
cantly improve the successful probability of long-distance entanglement distribution [4,39].
L-band is also the mainstream choice for expanding communication bandwidth at present
due to low transmission loss [40,41]. In DFG process, the strong pumping beam causes
spontaneous Raman scattering (SRS) noise, which typically covers over a region of several
hundreds of nanometers. The noise suppression is important for improving the signal-noise
ratio (SNR) of the converted field, especially for the frequency conversion of quantum state
light field [15,22,42–44].

To suppress the broadband noise, we design a three-stage filtering system to compress
the noise bandwith to 11.7 MHz, which is slightly larger than the natural line width 6 MHz.
In our filtering scheme, a band-pass filter and a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) are used to limit
the noise range to 1 nm. Then, the noise bandwidth is further narrowed to 11.7 MHz by
combining two cascaded etalons with different lengths and a confocal Fabry-Perot (F-P)
cavity with a finesse of 28.7. The cascaded etalons and F-P cavity reduces the noise level
by three orders of magnitude. As far as we know, this bandwidth of filtering system is
the narrowest in experimental reports of frequency conversion. The optical components
included in our filtering system are easy to use, which can be widely used in frequency
conversion process. Based on the strong noise suppression, we show that the SNR of
converted field is good enough to reduce the input photon number below 1 under the
condition of low external device conversion efficiency (0.51%) and large duration of input
pulse (250 ns). This work is a meaningful attempt to realize the frequency conversion
interface between quantum memory at 87Rb D1 line and communication band, which
enriches the toolbox of fiber quantum networks.

2. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. The 795 nm input light comes from
an external cavity diode laser (ECDL). Its frequency is locked to the saturated absorption
line of rubidium atom. A seed laser beam from another ECDL at 1560 nm is amplified by
an Erbium-doped fiber amplifier, and then it is used as the pumping field for the DFG.
The frequency of the 1560 nm ECDL is stabilized by locking it to a reference cavity made
of ultra-low expansion (ULE) glass. A band-pass filter BF1 centered at 1560 nm with a
bandwidth of 12 nm is used to reduce the amplified spontaneous emission noise generated
by the amplifier. The light pulse at 795 nm is produced by an acousto-optic modulator
AOM1 (Gooch & Housego 3200-124, rise time 15 ns) which is arranged in double passage
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configuration. AOM1 is driven by an RF source (MODA200-B4-33). The output power of
the RF source can be modulated by external analog signal, which drives AOM1 to generate
analog light pulse. This configuration allows the generation of Gaussian light pulses with a
FWHM of 30 ns.
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Figure 1. Experimental setup for frequency down conversion. ECDL: external cavity diode laser.
AMP: fiber amplifier. SAS: saturated absorption spectroscopy. AOM1-3: acousto-optic modulators.
ND: neutral density filter. HWP: half waveplate. BF1-3: band-pass filters. DM1-2: dichroic mir-
rors. E1-2: etalons. PBS1-2: polarization beam splitters. Circ.: fiber circulator. FBG: fiber Bragg
grating. SPD: single photon detector. EOM: electro-optic modulator. D1-2: photodetectors. BS: beam
splitter. HR: high reflectivity mirror. PMF: polarization-maintaining fiber. SMF: single mode fiber.
FC: fiber collimator.

A set of neutral density filters are employed to acquire the light pulse containing several
photons. The total transmittance of the set of neutral density filters Tatt = 4.3 × 10−6.
The power distribution of Gaussian pulse generated by AOM1 can be expressed as
f (t)= AExp[− 4 ln 2

∆2
FWHM

t2], where A is the peak power, ∆FWHM is the FWHM of light pulse.

After the set of neutral density filters, the power distribution of light pulse is attenu-
ated to Tatt f (t). By integrating the power distribution, we can obtain the energy con-

tained in the pulse ATatt∆FWHM
2

√
π
ln 2 . The average photon number contained in the pulse

µin =
ATatt∆FWHM

2}ν

√
π
ln 2 , where }ν is the energy of a photon, and ν is the photon frequency

corresponding to 795 nm. For a fixed ∆FWHM, A specific µin can be obtained by adjusting
the peak power of light pulse.

We use a fiber-coupled PPLN waveguide module (HP Photonics) for DFG process,
which includes a 2 × 1 combiner and a waveguide module. The input light at 795 nm
and the pumping light at 1560 nm are set to vertical polarization by half wave-plates
HWP1 and HWP2, respectively, and then are guided to the 2 × 1 combiner through
polarization-maintaining fibers (PMF). The 2 × 1 combiner couples the two light beams
into a single output fiber which is fused to the input of the waveguide. The transmission
of the 2 × 1 combiner for 795 nm and 1560 nm beams are 67% and 60%, respectively. The
input coupling efficiency of the waveguide is 55% for both beams. The waveguide is 19 mm
long and heated to 58 ◦C to produce effective nonlinear process. The 1621 nm converted
light from the waveguide is outputted through a PMF with coupling efficiency of 65%.

For quantum frequency conversion, the converted field at 1621 nm needs to be isolated
from the noise. The noise of the down-conversion process mainly comes from: leakage
of the strong pumping light at 1560 nm, non-converted 795 nm input field, SRS noise by
strong pump, and a light at 780 nm created by weakly phase matched second harmonic
generation (SHG) of the strong pump. After the waveguide module, a dichroic mirror DM1
(82% transmission) is used to remove the leaked 1560 nm pumping light, which suppresses
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the pumping light by >25 dB. To block the non-converted input light at 795 nm and the light
at 780 nm created by SHG, we use a band-pass filter BF2 (72% transmission, bandwidth of
12 nm), its optical density is ~6 in the wavelength range of 780–795 nm.

The SRS noise typically covers over a region of several hundreds of nanometers, which
seriously degrades the fidelity of quantum frequency conversion [23]. We design a three-
stage filtering system to reduce the noise level by narrowing its bandwidth. After BF2
the converted light passes through two etalons E1 and E2, a F-P cavity and a FBG in turn.
The FBG (1 nm bandwidth) works together with a fiber circulator, as shown in Figure 1.
The BF2 and FBG form the first-stage filter, in which BF2 narrows the noise bandwidth
to 12 nm, and FBG further narrows it to 1 nm. Considering the coupling efficiency of the
input fiber and the insertion loss of the circulator, the measured whole efficiency of FBG is
0.43, that is, the ratio of output power of the circulator to the input power in front of the
input fiber collimator. The efficiency of the first-stage filter is 31%, which is the product of
the transmission of BF2 and FBG.

The second-stage filter consists of the two etalons E1 and E2 with finesse of 30. E1
and E2, made of fused quartz with refractive index of 1.44, are 11.7 mm and 4.3 mm long,
respectively. For E1 (E2), the free spectral range is 8.9 GHz (24.2 GHz) and the measured
linewidth is 284 MHz (770 MHz). They are both resonant with the down-converted light
field by adjusting their temperatures. Figure 2a shows the theoretical transmission spectra
of E1 and E2 as a function of the frequency detuning from down-converted field. In the
wavelength range of 1 nm which corresponds to the frequency detuning from −55 GHz
to 55 GHz, their transmission peaks only coincide at the converted frequency, while other
transmission peaks are all staggered. The spectral function of the second-stage filter
depends on the product of the transmission spectra of E1 and E2, as shown by the green
solid line in Figure 2a. It is obvious that the noise is suppressed at all frequencies except
for a narrow region centered at the converted frequency. After the first- and second-stage
filters, the noise bandwidth (FWHM) is narrowed to 254 MHz. The transmission of a single
etalon is 0.92, and the efficiency of the second-stage filter is 0.84.
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Figure 2. (a) The theoretical transmission spectrum of etalons E1 (blue dotted) and E2 (green dash).
The red solid line represents the spectral function of the second-stage filter. (b) The spectral function
of the F-P cavity (blue dotted) and the second-stage filter (green dash). The red solid line represents
the spectral function of the three-stage filtering system.
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The third-stage filter is the confocal F-P cavity with standing wave configuration. Its
free spectral range and linewidth are measured to be 336 MHz and 11.7 MHz, respectively.
Therefore, the finesse of the cavity is 28.7. A locking beam at 1560 nm is injected into the F-P
cavity from polarization beam splitter PBS1 to lock the cavity length to be resonant with the
converted frequency. The 1560 nm locking light and the pumping light are derived from
the same ECDL master oscillator. We use an electro-optic modulator (EOM) to produce
phase-modulation sidebands and lock the cavity by Pound-Drever-Hall technology [45].
The transmitted locking beam from the cavity is steered to detector D2 by PBS2. To make
sure that the cavity resonates with the 1621 nm converted light and the 1560 nm locking
beam at the same time, two acousto-optic modulators AOM2 and AOM3 are employed
to adjust the frequency of the locking beam. Figure 2b shows the transmission spectra of
the F-P cavity (blue dotted line) and the second-stage filter (red dashed line). The spectral
function of the three-stage filtering system is determined by the product of the transmission
spectra of the cavity, the second-stage filter and the first-stage filter, shown by the green
solid line in Figure 2b. From the above analysis, we can see that this hierarchical filtering
system compresses the broadband SRS noise to a single longitudinal mode output of the
narrow-band F-P cavity. The linewidth of the three-stage filtering system is approximately
equal to that of the F-P cavity.

Under locking state, the transmission of the converted light through the F-P cavity
is 0.76. To prevent the residual locking light from entering the detection path of the
converted field, a dichroic mirror DM2 (94% transmission) and a band-pass filter BF3
(72% transmission) are placed after the F-P cavity to block it. Accounting for these losses
introduced by DM2 and BF3, the efficiency of the third-stage filter is 0.51. The efficiency
of the three-stage filtering system is 0.13, which is the product of the first-, second-, and
third-stage filters. In addition to the three-stage filtering system, the dichroic mirror DM1
is used behind the PPLN module to filter the pumping field. Therefore, the efficiency of
the whole filtering system is 0.11. The converted photons are detected by a fiber-coupled
single photon detector SPD (ID230, ID Quantique). The SPD works in free running state,
and its detection efficiency and dead time is set to 0.2 and 20 µs, respectively. Under this
setting, the dark count rate is about 250/s. The output data of the SPD are acquired and
analyzed by a field programmable gate array (FPGA).

3. Influence on Noise Suppression and Pulse Shape by Filtering System

We measure the noise suppression by the filtering system. When the pump light was
blocked and only a light pulse at 795 nm is incident into the frequency conversion module,
the noise level of the leaked 795 nm field can be measured after the filtering system. The
795 nm input pulse contains 50 photons with a FWHM of 100 ns. The measurement window
is 640 ns which is centered on the pulse peak. By repeating the noise collection with FPGA
(repeat time of 1.56 × 106), we obtain a cumulative noise count lasting for 1 s, that is, noise
counting rate N. There is no change in noise counting rate with or without 795 nm input
pulse, which means that the noise at 795 nm is completely filtered out.

Next, we study the suppression of pump induced noise by the three-stage filtering
system in detail. The input light at 795 nm is blocked, and only the pumping light at
1560 nm is injected into the waveguide module. In order to avoid missing counts due to
the long dead time of SPD, the injected pumping light is in the form of pulses with period
of 25 µs and duration of 1 µs. We measure the noise counts when the light is on. Figure 3
shows the noise counting rate N as a function of the pumping power PP under different
filtering conditions. PP is the pumping power coupled into the 2 × 1 combiner.

Initially, the two etalons and F-P cavity in the three-stage filtering system are bypassed,
leaving only the first-stage filter. The measured noise is shown by the blue triangles
(data points on the top) in Figure 3. From the data we can see that after the first-stage
filter, the noise generated by the pumping light remains at a fairly high level, such as
N = 1.36 × 106/s for PP = 350 mW. Then, the second-stage filter is added in the filtering
system, and the measured noise level is significantly reduced, shown by the red circles
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(data points in the middle). Finally, the third stage filter is also added, and the noise is
further reduced as shown by the black squares (data points in the bottom). Under this
condition, for PP = 350 mW the noise counting rate is decreased to N = 780/s. The noise
level is related to the pumping power. We fit the noise date by using the expression [29]:
N(PP) = α × PP + DC, where α is the linear coefficient, and DC = 2.5 × 102/s is the
dark count rate of SPD. The solid lines in Figure 3 are the fitted curves, which are in
good agreement with the experimental data. For the fitted lines from top to bottom, the
slope α is taken as 4.5 × 103/mW/s, 4.5 × 10/mW/s and 1.52/mW/s, respectively. It is
illustrated that the second-stage filter (cascaded etalons) reduces the noise level by two
orders of magnitude, and the third-stage filter (F-P cavity) reduces the noise by another
order of magnitude.
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The pump-induced noise includes the leakage of pump light at 1560 nm, SRS noise,
and the SHG of strong pump at 780 nm. In order to assess the noise level at 1560 nm and
780 nm, we put another band-pass filter centered at 1621 nm behind the filtering system,
which filters out most of the noise at 1560 nm and 780 nm, and remaining SRS around
1621 nm. For PP = 350 mW, the measured noise count rate is 620/s. The addition of
1621 nm bandpass filter did not significantly reduce the noise count. The reduction in noise
count is due to the transmittance loss of the inserted filter itself. This indicates that the
noise at 1560 nm and 780 nm has been filtered out by the original filtering system, and the
noise is mainly SRS after the filtering system.

We study the influence of the filtering system on the shape of the converted pulse
for different input pulse widths. Here the input pulse is taken as Gaussian shape with
µin = 50. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the input pulse is ∆tin = 53 ns,
112 ns and 182 ns in Figure 4a,b,c, respectively. We use SPD to measure the converted
light field after the filtering system, and accumulate the measurement results by FPGA to
acquire the photon statistics distributions of the converted pulse, as shown by the gray
histogram in Figure 4. The sampling accuracy of FPGA is 10 ns. By fitting the photon
distribution with Gaussian function, the pulse shape of the converted field after the filtering
system is obtained, as shown by the red solid lines in Figure 4. For ∆tin = 53 ns, 112 ns and
182 ns, the FWHM of the fitted Gauss distributions are ∆tout = 102 ns, ∆tout = 133 ns and
∆tout = 190 ns, respectively. We can see that the input pulse will be significantly broadened
when its FWHM is less than 100 ns. So the tolerable narrowest bandwidth of the filtering
system depends on the duration of the pulse to be filtered. When the frequency conversion
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is used as a quantum interface to connect quantum storage and fiber-based communication,
one needs to choose proper bandwidth of the filtering system according to the pulse width
of light field emitted from the storage medium, so as to ensure the converted pulse passes
through without distortion and the noise is filtered to the greatest extent.
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Figure 4. The influence of the three-stage filtering system on the temporal shape of converted pulse.
The gray columns are the photon statistics distributions of the converted fields measured by SPD
with input FWHM of ∆tin. Red solid lines are the fitted Gauss distributions with FWHM of ∆tout.
(a) ∆tin = 53 ns, ∆tout = 102 ns. (b) ∆tin = 112 ns, ∆tout = 133 ns. (c) ∆tin = 182 ns, ∆tout = 190 ns.
The pumping power is 350 mW. The counts is the accumulation of 5 × 105 repeated measurements.

4. Conversion Device Characterization

On the basis of the strong noise filtering, we study the characteristics of the frequency
conversion devices. Firstly, we measured the detection probability of the converted pulse
Ds in terms of the pumping power PP, shown by the blue squares in Figure 5a. Here, the
average photon number contained in the input pulse is µin = 5. The temporal FWHM of
the 795 nm input pulse is taken as 100 ns, and the measuring window width is 400 ns. The
pink circles in Figure 5a show the noise detection probability Dn when only the pumping
beam is injected. The red triangles represent the net signal detection probability Ds − Dn.
Limited by the maximum allowable power of fiber end face, the maximum pumping power
coupled into the 2 × 1 combiner PP is 350 mW. The signal (noise) detection probability Ds
(Dn) increases almost linearly with the pumping power within the current power range of
the pumping light. The net signal Ds − Dn is close to Ds due to the extremely low noise
level even at PP = 350 mW (Ds = 0.57%, Dn = 0.028%).
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Figure 5. (a) Detection probability with (Ds, blue squares) and without (Dn, pink circles) input signal
(µin = 5 ) as a function of the pumping power PP. The red triangles are the net signal (Ds − Dn ).
(b) The SNR of the converted field after the filtering system as a function of the pumping power PP

(red squares, right axis). The external device conversion efficiency ηext is shown by the blue circles on
the left axis.

The total conversion efficiency including all losses can be calculated by ηtot = (Ds − Dn)/µin,
and ηmax

tot = 1.08 × 10−3 at PP = 350 mW. By correcting for the quantum efficiency of
SPD (20%), the maximum external device conversion efficiency ηmax

ext = 0.54%, which
can be interpreted as the probability to find a photon at the output of the converted
device (including the filtering system) with µin = 1. Next, by further correcting for the
transmission of the filtering system (11%), we calculate the conversion efficiency of the
fiber-coupled PPLN waveguide module (ηmax

wg = 4.9%), corresponding to µout/µin, where
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µout is the average photon number of the converted pulse at the output of the conversion
module. Finally, it can be deduced that the maximum conversion efficiency inside the
waveguide ηmax

int = 20.4%, by considering the transmission efficiency of the 2 × 1 combiner
(0.67), the input coupling efficiency of the waveguide (0.55), and the output coupling
efficiency of waveguide (0.65).

According to SNR = (Ds − Dn)/Dn, we calculate the SNR of the converted pulse
(µin = 5) after the filtering system, shown in Figure 5b. The SNR increases with the
pumping power in the current power range of the pumping light, and the SNR achieves
19.4 at PP = 350 mW. From Figure 5b we can see that SNR and the external device
conversion efficiency have the same growth trend as the pumping power increases due to
low noise level. In general, the pumping power at the optimal SNR is much lower than
that at the maximum conversion efficiency [23,29]. The reduction in noise level is beneficial
to the simultaneous optimization of SNR and conversion efficiency.

The application of the fiber-coupled waveguide module limits the efficiency of the
conversion device. On one hand, the insertion loss of the 2 × 1 combiner and the coupling
loss of the waveguide module to output fiber are introduced compared to a free-space
coupled PPLN waveguide. On the other hand, the pumping power is limited by the
maximum allowable power of the fiber end face (500 mW). The maximum pumping power
coupled into the 2 × 1 combiner is 350 mW due to the coupling efficiency of the input
fiber of the 2 × 1 combiner (0.7). The corresponding maximum pumping power entering
the waveguide is only 117 mW, due to the transmission of the 2 × 1 combiner (0.61) and
the input coupling efficiency of the waveguide (0.55). In the case of free-space coupled
waveguide, the internal conversion efficiency can be further improved by increasing the
pumping power.

The SNR of the converted pulse is also related to the duration of the input pulse. For
a pulse of long duration, a large measurement window is needed to obtain its complete
information, which means that more noise is included in the measurement process and the
SNR of converted pulse is decreased. The noise level of the converted pulse with different
durations can be represented by parameter µ1, which is the photon number contained in the
input pulse to make the SNR of converted pulse equal to 1. We measure µ1 as a function of
the temporal FWHM of input pulse ∆tin, as shown in Figure 6. The measurement window
is taken to be three times the temporal FWHM of the output pulse after filtering system, in
which more than 99% of the converted pulse can be included. Although the external device
conversion efficiency is low (ηext = 0.51%), the value of µ1 is less than 1 for ∆tin = 250 ns,
which benefits from strong noise suppression. The solid line in Figure 6 is a linear fitting
with no offset for the experimental data. Except for ∆tin = 50 ns, the other data points are
in good agreement with the linear fitting. The reason is that the temporal FWHM of output
pulse is broadened twice when ∆tin = 50 ns, while the output pulse width of other data
points is close to that of the input pulse.
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5. Conclusions and Discussion

We demonstrate the frequency conversion interface from rubidium D1 line to commu-
nication L-band by using DFG process in PPLN waveguide. In order to suppress broadband
SRS noise produced by the pumping field, we design a hierarchical filtering system to
narrow the noise bandwidth to 11.7 MHz. To our knowledge, this is the narrowest filtering
bandwidth applied in frequency down conversion. The filtering system includes a band-
pass filter, an FBG, two cascaded etalons and a confocal F-P cavity with low finesse. These
optical components are easy to use, so the filtering method is suitable to be popularized in
the experimental research of frequency conversion.

We study the influence of the filtering system on the output pulse shape, and find
that the shape of input Gaussian pulse can be preserved when its temporal FWHM is
not less than 100 ns. Benefiting from the strong noise suppression, even at such low
external device conversion efficiency (0.51%) and large duration (∆tin = 250 ns) of the
input pulse, the average photon number contained in the input pulse µ1 < 1 to require the
SNR of converted pulse equal to 1. At present, using bridge PPLN waveguide, the external
conversion efficiency of DFG can reach more than 30% [15,23,28]. If our filtering system
is combined with such an efficient bridge waveguide, it is predicted that the SNR of the
converted pulse with ∆tin = 100 ns and µin = 1 will exceed 20, which can be used as the
frequency conversion interface in fiber quantum networks.

At present, the transmittance of our filtering system is only 11%. The low transmittance
will reduce the rate of entanglement distribution in quantum network. We propose a scheme
to improve the performance of the filtering system. If we add two additional etalons with
length of 5.4 mm and 7.5 mm (finesse of 30) to the filtering system, the noise suppression
range of the cascaded four etalons is extended to 2000 GHz (17 nm). In this way, the Bragg
fiber grating can be removed in the filtering system. Thus, the filtering system consists of
four etalons, an F-P cavity, two DMs and two band-pass filters. It is not difficult to optimize
the single etalon efficiency to 95% and the F-P cavity efficiency to 90%. By choosing DMs
and band-pass filters with high transmittance (>99%), the overall throughput of the filtering
system can reach 70%.

By using the frequency conversion interface, we calculate the needed time for entangle-
ment establishment between two remote quantum nodes based on DLCZ (for Duan, Lukin,
Cirac, and Zoller) quantum repeater scheme [4]. In the scheme the success probability
for entanglement generation is expressed as P0 =

(
χ2e−L0/Latt η2

FCη2
TD

)
/2, where χ is the

excitation probability of Stokes photon, L0 is the distance between the two nodes, Latt is
the attenuation length of the fiber channel, ηFC is the efficiency of frequency conversion
module, and ηTD is the total detection efficiency. The needed time for a single entangle-
ment generation attempt is T0 = Tcc/P0, where Tcc = L0/c is the communication time
interval and c is the light speed in fiber. Combining a frequency conversion module with
an efficiency of 30% and a narrow-band filter system with an efficiency of 70% to form
a quantum frequency conversion interface, the whole efficiency of the interface is 21%.
When such an interface is used for quantum repeater, the photon at L-band is used for
remote transmission and the transmission loss in fiber is ~0.18 dB/km. The needed time for
entanglement generation between two quantum nodes 50 km apart is 38 s with χ = 3.8%,
ηFC = 30%, and ηTD = 90%. If a photon at 795 nm is directly transmitted over a long
distance without frequency conversion interface (transmission loss ~4 dB/km), the time
required to establish entanglement is 4.3 × 1019 s with same L0, χ and ηTD. From the above
analysis, it can be concluded that the frequency conversion interface has the potential
ability to greatly improve the performance of quantum repeater.
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